Victoria Memorial Hall
in collaboration with
Hindusthan Record
presents
Numerous Strings

(The first LIVE performance of the recently-discovered English songs composed by Rabindranath Tagore in the Western Musical tradition)

Research, concept and direction: Debashish Raychaudhuri
Performed by Voices of Calcutta with Debashish Raychaudhuri (Tenor)
and Rohini Raychaudhuri (Soprano)
and
Kolkata Youth Orchestra (Conducted by: Sanjib Mondal)
Chief Guest: Sankha Ghosh

Wednesday, 21 March 2018, 6.00 pm
Eastern Quadrangle, Victoria Memorial Hall
1, Queen's Way, Kolkata – 700 071

Entry for the event through East Gate (opp St. Paul's Cathedral) only; kindly note that cars are not allowed inside the Victoria Memorial premises; golf-cart shuttle service available for elderly person from East Gate.

Supported by:
Rabindranath in the role of a Blind Singer (1916)
Watercolour on paper by Abanindranath Tagore
Victoria Memorial Hall (Rabindra Bharati Society collection)